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A Workshop for understanding your personal and professional thinking

HBDI Start Thinking Workshop
®

We can help you develop a clear
understanding of how you think.

After you learn about your personal thinking
preferences:
• You will see your 4 different selves

What may have
seemed like a mystery
in the past can become
a clear reality for you,
once you know your
thinking preferences.

• You will understand your Thinking Styles
• You will understand how you shift under
pressure
• You will know your Thinking Strengths

After you understand
the HBDI® (Herrmann
Brain Dominance
Instrument) Whole
Brain® Model, the world
of thinking will open
up to you.

• You will see your possible Thinking Gaps
• You will be able to demonstrate your
Whole Brain® Thinking

Suddenly, it will be
clear why you think the
way you do! By explaining the Four F’s of
Facts, Form, Futures, and Feelings, you
can learn how to think together with others to
create diversity, unleash new ideas, establish
solid planning, and clarify strategies & facts.
Each workshop participant receives a
personal Start Thinking workbook and a
HBDI® individual profile package. This
confidential package contains a data
summary sheet, profile overlay and 40 page
Understanding the Herrmann Whole Brain®
Model Booklet.
The workshop allows you to explore the
Diversity Game and helps you to develop a
clear understanding of how your thinking fits
with others, and the task descriptors
clustering in your thinking profile that
makes you truly unique.

The HBDI® Thinking Quadrants
A-Quadrant (Facts)
Logical
Analytical
Fact Based
Quantitative

D-Quadrant (Futures)
Holistic
Intuitive
Integrating
Synthesizing

B-Quadrant (Form)
Organized
Sequential
Planned
Detailed

C-Quadrant (Feelings)
Interpersonal
Feeling Based
Kinesthetic
Emotional

One Day Workshop available for $425.00
Per person, with a group of 10 or more.
818.730.8203
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